We appreciate your interest in our companies. Below is an overview of the
companies and its services. We hope it satisfies all your requirements and
needs.
An overview of 11DAYS Cos.
Our companies consist of: 11Days Web Design services. We aim to provide our
clients with a wide range of unique services that distinguishes us from others in the
industry. The team at 11Days web design Co. provides the following services:
1. Web Design:
11 DAYS offers top-notch web design at affordable rates, ensuring to meet clients’
expectations and even exceed them. Our original and personalized design services
have proven to be a powerful marketing tool; the high-level functionality, userfriendliness, and suitable layout contribute to an ample visibility via most search
engines, and provide end-users with smooth navigation through your website. Thus,
your message and business objectives are conveyed to the public in a suitable and
proficient manner.
2. Development:
Apart from the design process, we offer full-fledged web development solutions that
are designated to enhance your web performance and content. Through a phasedprocess, each stage of which is conducted in an organized manner, we can assure
you positive and long-lasting results.
In delivering our web solutions, the 11 DAYS team draws on an extensive knowledge
in a wide range of web applications, data and process integration, and analyses,
implemented efficiently to realize a successful design.
3. Re-Designing:
Are you sure your current website serves your business goals efficiently and
effectively, guaranteeing a strong online exposure, and availability around the hour?
If not, this could have a negative impact on your business, reducing your exposure,
and possibly damaging your image by incompetent representation.
So, do not undermine the strong potential of online marketing, and a professionallooking website-a possible pitfall for many businesses. If you are not satisfied with
your current website, we can help you re-design and develop it in the manner that
best suits your business goals.

We set about by assessing the performance and the content of the website, and work
in line with a well-studied plan composed by our team to strengthen weak points of
your website. The assessment process will tackle important aspects such as page
layout, graphics, navigational objects and HTML code, all of which of will be improved
to further enhance your listing on search engines, and consequently gain you good
online recognition.
4. Flash Animations:
Flash animations have proven to be a useful technique for creating a fashionable and
modern-looking websites. Unlike the outdated design methods in web presentation,
it offers customers and developers alike countless options, including technical
features, freedom of design, and catchy visual elements that impress viewers, and at
the same without distracting them with plug-ins requirements and the like.
Moreover, an attractive-looking website reinforces your online recognition by
increasing impressions, and also presents your image and business in an appealing
and interesting format.
As such, we are keen on employing the latest tools of Flash to give you dynamic
designs and incorporate them in personal or corporate websites, portals, among
others. Yet, we do not overdo the graphics with flashy elements, which will then yield
perverse results.
5. Web Hosting, Domain Name and Designing & Programming
Websites:
1. Static Website:
It's a non-modifiable and uncontrollable website except by a specialist in this field.
This website is constructed with HTML language only. It doesn't contain any other
programming language supporting modifying and controlling website mechanism.
2. Dynamic Website:
It allows its owner to control and modify, whether by modifying words or images, or
by adding internal images or pages, or erasing or modifying them. This website is
constructed with more than one language such as ASP.NET or PHP. In addition to the
ability to insert supporting programming languages in such types of websites like
HTML, Silver Light or AJAX.
3. Flash Website:
It's a website constructed with Macromedia Flash, based on flash movements in
pages, images and show way. This kind of websites is static, non-modifiable and
uncontrollable except by referring to the Company. Flash technology can be used as
a supportive language in all website types.

Technologies we use
-

Design: Adobe Photoshop
Animations: Adobe Flash, Microsoft Silver light
Programming languages: ASP.NET, AJAX, Java Script, HTML
Database Engines: SQL Server, My SQL, Microsoft Access

Why 11 DAYS:
Integrity:
11 DAYS has garnered a notable reputation for its expert, knowledgeable, and highstandard web services. The company has developed a wide range of web solutions to
leading enterprises in Jordan across different industries including real estate, IT,
education, hotels, newspapers, and many others.
We have managed to offer clients quality services that reflected positively on the
growth of their business, all through the proper and efficient utilization of latest
technologies in internet services. We have also taken into account the individual
aspects of our clients’ business, and hence delivered personalized solutions that stay
true to the purpose, target audience, and message of our respective clients.
Additionally, we even maintained post-sale support by responding continually to
performance evaluations, feedback, and enquiries.
Innovation:
The company adopts a creative, fresh standpoint to full extent. We ensure that the
website layout is given a unique touch through attention-grabbing visual effects,
arrangements, and more importantly, a high-level of functionality.
Moreover, each project is dealt with on an individual basis, i.e., clients are provided
with the services and solutions that best suit their respective business and
objectives. In doing so, clients can be guaranteed to retain their current clients and
also attract prospective ones.
Professionalism:
11 DAYS maintains a high level of professionalism and teamwork. We ensure that
deadlines are met, yet without compromising the overall quality of the job. Prior to
the design process, the 11 DAYS team meets with the client to accumulate
preliminary data in regards to purpose, target audience, and vision of the business.
A well-studied plan is then set forth to fully meet clients' requirements. The design
process is implemented in line with the plan, by which we can guarantee usability,
viewership via most search engines, and premium content.

The final phase of the design process entails the testing and documenting of the
overall content and functionality. Our web services are not delivered unless they
undergo a detailed set of testing to ensure an adept finalization of the project.

Passion:
Our passion for the internet business is simply the driving force behind our work. We
see in online media a great potential to transform one's business on a number of
levels, particularly marketing. In fact, online advertisement and good visibility for
your website via search engines can gain you exposure and recognition for your
services and products, and all by keeping cost to a minimum.
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